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1. INTRODUCTION 
Since the pioneering work of Minty in 1962 the theory of monotone mappings 
from a real reflexive Banach space X into its dual space X* has been extensively 
generalized by Brezis, Browder, Hess, Leray and Lions, Visik and many others. In 
its original form the theory considers mappings T which satisfy the condition 
(« - v, T(u) - T(v)) 3J 0 for all u and v in X, 
where (u, w) denotes the duality pairing between the element u in X and w in X*. In 
order to treat efficiently the solvability problems for nonlinear elliptic and parabolic 
equations and corresponding variational inequalities within the same framework, var-
ious generalizations of the concept of monotone maps have been introduced. Most 
important of these extensions turned out to be the mappings of class (S+), pseu-
domonotone mappings (PM), mappings of the type (M) and quasimonotone map-
pings (QM). The fact that the classical topological degree can be constructed for the 
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class (S+) and for the class of pseudomonotone mappings in the weak form indicates 
that the classes are well-defined (see [2,3,19]). 
A motivation for the definition of various classes of mappings of monotone type 
comes from the study of the existence of solutions for the problems associated to 
elliptic differential operators in divergence form 
(1.1) Au(x)= YJ (-l)\a'<Daaa(x,u(x),Vu(x),...,V
mu(x)), i e ! l 
|aKm 
where fi is an open set in UN and m ^ 1. If the coefficients aa(x, £) satisfy a 
polynomial growth condition with respect to |f | and suitable analytical conditions, 
the differential operator (1.1) generates a nonlinear mapping T from the Sobolev 
space Wm'v(U) to its dual space W'm'v (Cl) belonging to the class (S+), (PM) or 
(QM), respectively. 
Differential operator (1.1) is called strongly nonlinear if the coefficients Aa do not 
satisfy any polynomial growth condition. The study of strongly nonlinear elliptic 
problems was initiated by Browder in 1973. Since then many contributions have 
been published into this direction. Browder's original idea was to consider operators 
of the form 
Au(x) +Bu(x), 
where A is a polynomial operator as above and B is a lower order operator having no 
growth restrictions. This approach led to the concept of generalized pseudomonotone 
mapping, which is, in general, neither everywhere defined nor bounded in the Sobolev 
space associated with the operator A. Further contributions in this direction are 
due to Hess [10] and Landes [15] and many others. Browder was able to show 
that a degree theory can be extended also for a particular class of mappings where 
Bu(x) = g(x,u(x)). A further extension for a more general lower order part was 
obtained by Kittila [12], 
Another line of development for treating strongly nonlinear elliptic boundary value 
problems is to employ Orlicz spaces in place of reflexive Lebesgue spaces £ p (0) . 
By this change the polynomial growth condition can be replaced by a more liberal 
condition associated with an Orhcz function. The theory of mappings of monotone 
type can be extended also for complementary systems of Orlicz-Sobolev spaces which 
are not reflexive in general, and existence theorems can be produced accordingly. The 
study along these lines was initiated by Donaldson [4] and continued by Gossez [6-
8]. Further contributions in this direction include [9], [17] and [20], where a degree 
theory is constructed. 
In this paper we continue the study of mappings of monotone type in Orlicz-
Sobolev spaces. Our main task is to give a more complete characterization of relevant 
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classes and produce corresponding refined solvability theorems for equations. We 
introduce a new class (Sm) which can be seen as a generalization of the class (S+) 
to the Orlicz-Sobolev space setting. We also extend the definition of quasimonotone 
mapping and prove that the class (Sm) stands quasimonotone perturbations. 
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the basic proper­
ties of Orlicz and Orlicz-Sobolev spaces. In the next section we study the classes 
of monotone-like operators in the complementary system formed by Orlicz-Sobolev 
spaces. In Section 4 we deal with the conditions for differential operators in diver­
gence form in order to generate mappings of the type described in Section 3. In 
the last section we generalize the basic existence theorem for equations involving 
quasimonotone mappings. 
2. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
We begin with some preliminaries on Orlicz-Sobolev spaces. Let f! be a bounded 
open subset in RA' and let M: R -^ I be an N-Junction, i.e., even, convex and 
continuous with M(t) > 0 for t > 0, M(t)/t -+ 0 as t -+ 0 and M(t)/t -+ +oo as 
t -+ +oo. M is an JV-function if and only if it can be represented in the form 
MЏ) = ( ' 
Jo 
(2.1) (t)= / m(s)ds 
Jo 
where m: [0, co[-s- [0, oof is increasing, right continuous, m(t) = 0 if and only if t = 0 
and m(t) —• +oo as £ -» +oo. We extend m to R by m(t) = -m(—t) for t < 0 
(odd continuation). The Orlicz class CM(Q) is defined as the set of all real-valued 
measurable functions u defined in fi such that 
/ M(u)dx < oo. 
•In 
The Orlicz space LM(&) is the linear hull of CM(Q). Then L M ( 0 ) is a Banach space 
with respect to the Luxemburg norm 
M(м)=шf{fc>0: J M(£)dx-. 
One has LM(P) = CM (SI) if and only if M satisfies the A2-condition: there exist 
a > 0 and tg > 0 such that 
M(2t) $:aM(t) 
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for all t >• to. The closure in £ M ( 0 ) of all bounded measurable functions is denoted 
by EM(&)- Then EM($l) C £ M ( H ) and EM(tt) = CM(tt) if and only if M satisfies 
the A2-condition. The conjugate iV-function M is defined by 
M(t) = sup{ts-M(s): seR}. 
M is also an iV-function and M = M. The space LM(U) is the dual space of EM(Q)-
It is well-known that LM(Q)LM(Q) C L2(n). We recall also Young's inequality: 
(2.2) M(x) + M(y) >- xy for all x, yeU 
with equality if and only if x = m(y) or y = m(x). A sequence {«„} in LM(&) 
converges modularly to u if there exists A > 0 such that 
when n —> oo. Modular convergence coincides with norm convergence if and 
only if M satisfies the A2-condition. If M\ and M2 are /V-functions satisfying 
lim M\(ct)/M2(t) = 0 for all c > 0, then M\ grows essentially more slowly than M2 
and we denote M\ « M2. 
R e m a r k 2.1. Typical examples of iV-functions satisfying the A2-condition are 
(1 + |*|) log(l + |*|) - |i| and \t\'> for p > 1, On the other hand, functions e|4l - |«| - 1 
and el'l1' - 1 for p > 1 are iV-functions not satisfying the A2-condition. 
The Orlicz-Sobolev space of functions in LM(Q) with all distributional derivatives 
up to the order m in LM(&) is denoted by WmLM(^). The space WmEM(ty 
is defined analogously. These spaces are identified, as usual, to subspaces of the 
product n£iw(fi). The spaces WmLM(£l) and W
mEM(Q) are defined as the 
O(Y[LM,Y[EM) closure of V(il) in W
mLM(Q) and as the norm closure of V(Q) in 
WmEM(n), respectively. We recall that there exists an iV-function Q » M such 
that the embedding WgLM(n) -+ EQ(CI) is compact (see [5, 6]). 
The following spaces of distributions will also be used: 
w-mLs(ti) = {fe V(U): f = J2 (-i)
iQ |^% «th fa e LM(n)} 
W-mEM(Q) = {/ g V'(a): f = £ ( - l )
| a i ^ a / « with /„ e ES(SI)}. 
They are endowed with their usual quotient norms. It is shown in [6] that if fl has 
the segment property, then 
(Y Z \ (W0
mLM(n) W-
mLM((l) \ 
\Y0 Z0J W B « ( n ) w-
mEM(n)J 
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constitutes a complementary system, i.e., Y and Z are real Banach spaces in duality 
with respect to a continuous pairing (•, •) and Y0 and Z0 are closed subspaces of Y 
and Z respectively such that, by means of (•, •}, the dual of Y0 can be identified to 
Z and that of Z0 to Y. The pairing between u £ Y and / = £ ( - l )
| a | £°7e . 6 Z 
is given by 
(«./>= E f(Dau)fadx. 
IcKm-ln 
A sequence {u„} C y converges modularly to u in y if D a u„ -4 Dau modularly in 
LM(SI) for each \a\ <. m. Standard references on Orlicz and Orlicz-Sobolev spaces 
include [1,13,14]. 
We end this section by presenting some useful convergence results. 
Lemma 2.2. 
(i) If'un -+ u a.e. in SI, un -4 u in LM(S>) for <J(LM,E^) and vn -4 v in Ej^(Si) 
strongly, then unvn ->t ic in L
1(Sl) 
(ii) ifun -4 u in EM(Sl) strongly and P « M, then P^
1 (M(un)) -4 P~
l (M(u„)) 
in Eft (SI) strongly 
(iii) n , - t a in £M(S1) moduJariy if and oniy if u„ -4 u in measure and there exist 
a convergent sequence {/„} in L1(Sl) and c > 0 such that M(cun) <. /„ a.e. in 
SI. 
P r o o f . The proofs of (i) and (ii) can be found in [6] and [20], for example. To 
prove (iii), assume first that u„ -4 u in measure and M(cun) ^ /„ a.e. in SI, where 
c > 0 and / „ - > • / in I1 (SI). Then 
M (f (u„ - u)) =£ §M(cu„) + \M(cu) < §/„ + \f a.e. in SI. 
By the dominated convergence theorem 
M ( | ( u „ - u ) ) -> 0 in L1 (SI). 
Hence u„ -> u in LM(SI) modularly. 
Assume next that un -4 u in L M ( O ) modularly. Hence M(2e1(u„ - « ) ) - * 0 in 
L1 (Si) for some E\ > 0 implying u„ -4 u in measure. Moreover, choosing 0 < e2 < 
«i in(ei .2]Pf^) w e 6 e t 
M(e2«„) ^ §M(2e2(u„ - u)) + §M(2e2u) a.e. in SI 
where the right hand side converges in Ll(Sl). Q 
3. CLASSES OF MONOTONE-LIKE MAPPINGS 
The original definitions for various classes of mappings of monotone type were 
given for mappings acting from a real reflexive Banach space X into its dual space X*, 
The norm convergence in X and in X* is denoted by -> and the weak convergence 
by —»-. We recall the following classical notions. A mapping T from X to X* is said 
to be 
- monotone, denote T € (MON), if (u - v,T(u) - T(v)) > 0 for all u,v 6 X 
- of class (S+) if for any sequence {u„} in X with un -
1 u and limsup(u„ -
u, T(u„)) ^ 0 we have un -> u in X 
- pseudornonotone, denote T e (PM), if for any sequence {u„} in X with u„ ->• u 
and limsup(u„ - u,T(u„)) < 0 we have T(u„) ->• T(u) and (u„,T(u„)) -*• 
{«,T(«)> 
- quasimonotone, T 6 (Q-M"), if for any sequence {u„} in X with u„ —>• u we have 
limsup(u„ - u,T(u„)) ^ 0 
- of class (M), if for any sequence {«„} in X with u„ ->• u, T(u„) ->• x and 
limsup(un,T(u„)) ^ (Xi
u) w e have x — T(u) 
- bounded if it takes bounded sets of X into bounded sets of X* 
- demicontinuous if «„-->• u in X implies T(un) —»• T(u) in X* 
For bounded demicontinuous mappings we have (S+) C (PM) C (QM) and 
(QM) n (M) = (PM). Also the perturbation result (S+) + (QM) = (S+) is 
useful in applications. Note that the above condition of quasimonotony can 
be written also in the form: for any sequence {u„} in X with u„ —>• u and 
limsup(u„ - u,T(un)) ^ 0 we have (un — u,T(un)) -> 0. 
Our task now is to study the corresponding classification of monotone-like map-
pings in the complementary system of Orlicz-Sobolev spaces 
(Y Z\ (WrLM(tl) W-
mLB(il) \ 
\Y0 z0) \w^EM(n) w-™EMm) 
where Ct C R^ is an open and bounded subset with the segment property. Essential 
modifications are needed in the definitions above since Orlicz-Sobolev spaces are not 
reflexive, in general, and the differential operators in divergence form with natural 
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growth conditions are neither bounded nor everywhere defined. Moreover, the duality 
map in Orlicz-Sobolev spaces is not a single-valued (5+)-mapping, in general. 
Definition 3.1. A mapping T:Y0 c D(T) CY -4 Z 
- is quasimonotone (denote T 6 (QM)), if 
( {un} C D(T) 
Jun^ueY for a(Y, Z0) 
}T(un)-*XeZ íoTa(Z,Y0) 
[ lim sup(un, T(un)) < (u, X) 
is pseudomonotone (T 6 (PM)), if 
;
{utt} C D(T) 
un-4ueY íor ff(Y,Z0) 
T(un)-4XeZ ÍOTO~(Z,Y0) 
limsup(un ,T(un)) ^ (u,x) 
imply (un,T(un)) -+ (u,x) 
u e D(T) 
imply \ x = T(u) 
(«n,r(u„))-4(u,x) 
- is of class (Sm), if 
{
{u,J C D(T) ( u e D(T) 
« „ - > « € Y iora(Y,Z0) X = T(u) 
imply < 
T(un)~4XeZ for a(Z,Y0) * | (un ,T(un)) -+ (u,x) 
limsup^mXXun)) S5 (u,x) K un -4 u modularly in Y 
- is quasibounded with respect to u e Y0, if T(u) remains bounded in Z whenever 
u 6 D(T) remains bounded in Y and (u — u, T(u)) remains bounded from above. 
- is finitely continuous, if T is continuous from each finite dimensional subspace 
of y0 into Zforcr(Z,y0) 
- satisfies the condition (Mm), if 
f { u n } c D(T) 
J un -» u e Y modularly ( u € D(T) 
j T(un) ^xeZfor a(Z, Y0)
 l m p l y { X = T(u). 
{ Mmsup(u„,T(un)) sg (u,x) 
Clearly any pseudomonotone mapping and mapping of class (Sm) satisfies the con-
dition (Mm) . Quasimonotone mappings satisfying the condition (Mm) are denoted 
by (QMm). It is straightforward to check that the sum of two quasibounded map-
pings with respect to the same u € Y0 is also quasibounded with respect to u. Zero 
map belongs to each of the classes defined above except (Sm). In the sequel we shall 
denote the restriction of any class (•) defined above to the class of quasibounded 
mappings with respect to u by a subscript (•)$. 
For the classes in Definition 3.1, we have the following inclusions and perturbation 
result. 
Theorem 3.2. 
(i) (S,„) C (PM) C (QMm) 
(ii) (Smh + (QMmh = (Smh 
P r o o f . The first assertion follows immediately from the definitions. To prove 
(ii), assume T = Ti + T2, where Ti and T2 are quasibounded with respect to u 6 Yo, 
Tx e (Sm) and T2 e (QMm). Clearly Y0 is a subset of D(T) = D(Ti) n£>(T2) and T 
is quasibounded with respect to u. Suppose 
{
{«„} C D(T) 
u „ - s - u € K tor a(Y,Z0) 
r(u„)->xeZ lota(Z,Yo) 
Hmsup(u„, T(u„)) ^(«,X>-
Since Ti and T2 are quasibounded with respect to u, we may deduce that 
Tt («„) -» Xi e Z and T2 (u„) -*• X2 e 2 for cr(Z, Y0) 
for a subsequence with x = Xi + X2- Since T2 £ (QAO, we have 
limsup(u„,Ti(u„)> ^ («,Xi>-
In view of Ti e (Sm), we get u e D(T\), xi =
 T i («) . («„,Tj(u„)> -+ (u,xi> and 
% - > « modularly in Y. Hence 
limsup(u„,T2(u„)> =% («,X2> 
implying, on account of T2 € (QMOT), that u £ -D(T2), T2(u) = X2 and 
(u„,T2(«„»-+(«.X2>. 
4. DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS IN DIVERGENCE FORM 
Let n be an open and bounded subset in RN with the segment property and 
denote 
(Y Z \ f WSlLM(tt) W-
mLM(Q) \ 
\Y0 z0) {W^EMW w-
mE-(n)J-
We shall consider differential operators in divergence form 
(4.1) A^u(x)= VJ (~l)^Daaa(x,u,Vu,...,V
mu), x e 0. 
(4.2) A(0)u(x-) = VJ ( - l ) w D a a a ( a : , M , V u 1 . . . , V
m u ) , xett 
\c\<m 
and the corresponding mappings T\: D(T\) -> Z and T0: D(TQ) ~> Z defined by the 
formulas 






.9(Ti) = {« 6 y : aa(x,£(u)) e Lsj(il) for | a | = m} 
D(T0) = {« € F : a a (*,£(«)) € LM(fl) for |a| < m } . 
We use the following notations: If £ = {£„: |Q| <. m} e UN" is an m-jet, then 
£ = {£a: |a | = m} € R
Wl denotes its top order part and r) = {£a: \a\ < m) e R
N3 
its lower order part. For a differentiable function u, f(u) denotes {Dau: \a\ ^ m}. 
Now we introduce the conditions on the differential operators A^ and A'1' which 
give mappings T0 and T\ the properties described in Definition 3.1. 
(Ai) Each aa(x, £): fix U
N° —> R is measurable for any fixed f e RN<1 and continuous 
in £ for a.e. fixed x 
(A2) There exist constants Ci,c2 > 0 and functions ka in -E^(fl) for all \a\ = m, 
ka e ijg(H) for \a\ < m and an N-function P « M such that for a.e. x in fi 
and all f in R^0 




M*,OI<M*)+ci YJ M-l(P(c2&))+a J2
 M l(M(c^e)) 
\0\=m M<™ 
if |a| < m. 
(As) For a.e. x in 0, all r? in Rft'2, ( and C' in UNl with < # C, 
YJ ( o a ( i S , t 7 , 0 - o « ( ^ » ? , C ) ) ( C « - C ) > 0 
(A3)e For a.e. x in 0, all 17 in R ^ , C and C in R
Wl, 
YJ M z , r , , 0 - o a ( * , r , , C ) ) ( C v - C c , ) > 0 
(A4) There exist functions 6„(a;) in £jg(n) for \a\ = m, fc(a') in I ^ O ) , constants 
cii.da > 0 and some fixed element y 6 W0
1EM(&) such that 
E Oa(* ,0 (< .« - - 5 M*))><-1 E ^ ( ^ a ) - E M-0£»-&(*) 
for a.e. x in ft and all £ in Rw<>. 
These conditions are generalizations of the classical Leray-Lions conditions to 
Orlicz-Sobolev space setting (cf. [9,17,18]). 
We shall study first the properties of T0. 
Proposi t ion 4 .1 . If (Ai) and (A2) hold, then T0 is finitely continuous, D(T0) — 
Y, T0 is bounded and belongs to (QMm). 
P r o o f . It is proved ([9]) that if {«„} remains bounded in Y, then {oa (x, ?(««))} 
remains bounded in LU(Q) for \a\ < m, which proves that D(T0) = Y and T0 is 
bounded. Finite continuity follows as in [6]. 
Suppose un -¥ u in Y for cr(Y, Z0) and T0(un) -> x in Z for a(Z,Y0). By compact 
embedding, Daun -» D
au in EM(&) for \a\ < m. Since {aa(x,£(un))} is bounded 
in Ljg(n) for |a | < m, we may assume 
aa(x,£(un)) ~*hae LM(U) for a(Lu,EM) 
for a subsequence. Clearly 
(<P,X) = E / h<* Da<Pdx for all v e K 
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and 
(«n,T0(«n))= Y" f aa(x,£(un))D
aundx^ V" / haD
audx = («,x) 
| a | t m J n laKn,-!0 
proving that T0 is quasimonotone. If « n -» u in Y modularly in the above, then 
a a(x, £(«„)) -> aa(x,^(«)) a.e. for a subsequence implying /i0 = a a(x, £(«)). Hence 
T0 satisfies the condition (Mm) and the proof is complete. D 
For the operator Ti we adopt the following continuity and boundedness property 
from [9]. 
Proposi t ion 4.2. If (Ai), (A2) and (A3)e JioJd, tJien Ti is finitely continuous 
and quasibounded with respect to any u £Y0. 
Next we have the following extensions of the previous results of [6,9] for the 
mapping T\. 
Theorem 4.3. 
a) If (Ai), (A2) and (A3)e JioJd, thenTi is pseudomonotone. 
b) If (Ai), (A2), (A3) arid (A4) hoJd, tJien Ti is of class (Sm) . 
P r o o f . First we prove part a). Suppose (Aj), (A2) and (A3)e hold and 
{
{«n} C D(Tr) 
un->u€Y fox o(Y,Z0) 
Ti(wn)-j-xe2 for<7(£,y0) 
limSUp(«n,Tl(«n)) <(«,X)-
By the argument used in the proof of [9, Proposition 5.1], we may assume that 
{a a (x , f (« n ) )} remains bounded in £jg(fl). Consequently, 
aQ(x-,C(«n)) -»• ha e LM(tt) for a(LM,EM) 
for a subsequence and 
(4.3) (<AX)= y ^ f haD
aifidx for all <p e Y0. 
laP'm!0 
By a(Y, Z) density of yo in Y, (4.3) holds for all ip e Y. Next we prove that 
aa(x, £(«)) = ha a.e. in fi for all |a | = in. By the compact embedding, D % n -¥ D^u 
in EM(®) for )/3| < m. The condition (A3)e implies 
y f (aa(x,n(un),v) - aa(x,£(un)))(va - D
aun) dx ^ Q 
for all v = (va) € (L°°(Sl))
Nl. Therefore 
(un,Tx(un))> Yl f aa(x,S(un))vadx 
(4.4) | o | = m ° 
+ Y J / aa(x,r)(un),v)(D
aun ~ va) dx. 
The condition (A2) and the compact embedding imply 
aa(x,r)(un),v) -+ aa(x,r)(u),v) 
in EW(SX) (see [6]). Hence 
(w-,x) ^ / J / havadx+ Y j / aa(o;,7y(w),i))(Z?
a!« — va) dx 
|a|=m In \a\=Jm I
fi 
and consequently 
(4.5) V J / (o a (x, ??(«) ,v)-ha) (va - £>"«) dx ^ 0 
for v = (va) € (L°°(fi)) \ Let 0 < j < i be arbitrary integers and t > 0. Denote 
fi; = {a; £ 0 : \Dau(x)\ <. i a.e. in SI for all |a | = m} 
and 
v = (Vu)x(ii + iffiXflj, 




+ t VJ / (o a (z ,»7(u) ,C(M)+íw)-fc a )w ada:>0. 
, "m •% 
Letting i -» oo and dividing by f, we get 
y / (ao(x,7?(u),C(M) + t i S ) - f t a ) u ; o d x ^ 0 
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Since Dau + twa -4 D
au in L°°(Slj), when t -4 0+, we have 
aa(x, f)(u),C(u) + tw) -4 aa(x, t](u),Q(u)) 
in EM(UJ). Consequently, 
T] / (aa(x,£(u))-ha)wadx2 0 
M=-A 
for all w e (Lx(tt))Nl implying 
(4.6) aa(:c,C(u)) = ha a.e. in ttj 
for all |a | = m. Since j was arbitrary, (4.6) holds a.e. in 0. Therefore u 6 -D(Ti) 
and x = Ti(u). Substituting f; = C(«)xnf into (4.4) we get 
(u n ,T i (u„) )> 5 2 j aa(x,Z(un))(D
au)Xai&z 
+ V /"a«(x , i? (u n ) ,CKki . i ) ( jD
a «n-(£> a M)xn i )dx 
M = - > 
implying 
liminf(u„,Ti(u„)) > V / aa(:E,C(u)).D
auda: + V / a a ( i , u ,0 )D
a ud . r 
I JjTm •/«; |cjr'm Jn\s.,-
-4 VJ [ aa(x,Z(u))D
audx, 
&J° 
when i ~> oo. Hence (u„,Ti(u„)) -4 (u,Ti(u)) and the proof of part a) is complete. 
To prove part b), suppose (Ai), (A2), (A3) and (A4) hold and 
f {«„} C D(Ti) 
J un -4 u e Y for ff(y, z0) 
J T , ( u „ ) ^ x 6 Z forcr(Z,F0) 
l l imsup(«„,Ti(un)) ^ (u,x). 
By the previous part, u e £>(Ti),x = Ti(u) and (u„,Ti(un)) -4 («,x)- As above, 
Daun -4 D
a u in EM($1) for \a\ < m. In view of strict inequality in (A3), we may 
deduce as in [15] that Daun -*• D
au a.e. for \a\ = m, for a subsequence. This 
implies Daun -» D
au in measure for the original sequence. By (A2) and (A3), 
/ „ : = J2 a«(x,£(un))D
aun> VJ aa(x,V(un),6)D
aun 






By compact embedding and Lemma 2.2, the right hand side converges in L1(ft). 
Denoting / = X) aa(x,t,(u))D
au we get for some h e Lx(ft) that /„ >- -ft, 
fn -+ f a.e. in ft and 
/ fndx-t f fdx, 
Ja Jo. 
for a subsequence. Using the result of [11, p. 208], /„ -+ f in L1 (ft) for a subsequence, 
and hence, by standard contradiction argument, fn-+ f in L
1 (ft) also for the original 







aun + b(x). 
M=m 
Using Lemma 2.2. we conclude that the right hand side of the inequality above 
converges in L1(fl). Therefore Daun -+ D
au in L M ( O ) modularly for |a| = m, by 
Lemma 2.2 (hi). D 
R e m a r k 4.4. If lim M(ct)/M(t) = 00 for some c > 1, then any bounded 
sequence in I M ( ^ ) which converges a.e. converges also modularly and hence we 
may remove condition (A4) from Theorem 4.4 b) (see [20]). Note also that if M and 
M satisfy the A2-condition, then we may choose P = M in condition (A2). 
5. SOLVABILITY RESULTS FOR EQUATIONS 
We shall close this paper by solvability and almost solvability results for monotone-
like mappings in the complementary systems of Orlicz-Sobolev spaces. We adopt first 
a well-known existence result for pseudomonotone mappings in a complementary 
system from [9]. 
Theorem 5.1. Let (Y,Y0;Z,Z0) be a complementary system with Y0 and Z0 
separable. Let T: Y0 C D(T) C Y -+ Z be pseudomonotone. Assume that the 
following conditions hold with respect to some elements u £ Y0 and f 6 Z0: 
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(i) T is finitely continuous 
(ii) T is quasibounded with respect to u 
(iii) (u — u,T(u) - / ) > 0 when u e D(T) has sufficiently large norm in Y. 
Then f e T(D(T)), i.e., the equation T(u) = f is solvable. 
Let fl be an open and bounded subset in R^ with the segment property and 
denote the complementary system of Orlicz-Sobolev spaces by 
(Y Z\ f W^LM(il) W-
mLB(Q) \ 
\Y0 z0) \ws'EM(n) w~
mEB(n))-
For this complementary system we have the following generalization. 
Theorem 5.2. Let T:Y0 C D(T) c F - ) Z belong to class (QMm). Assume 
the following conditions hold with respect to some elements u e Y0 and f e Z0: 
(i) T is finitely continuous 
(ii) T is quasibounded with respect to u 
(hi) (v. - u,T(u) — / ) >. 0 when u e D(T) has sufficiently large norm in Y. 
Then f e T(D(T)~), i.e., the equation T(u) = f is almost solvable. 
P r o o f . Define a mapping f: Y0 C D(f) C Y -+ Z by 
f(u) = T(u + u) 
with D(T) = D(T) - u. It is straightforward to check that also the mapping f 
belongs to class (QMm). Moreover, T satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) T is finitely continuous 
(ii) T is quasibounded with respect to 0 
(iii) (u,T(u) - / ) >- 0 when u € D(T) has sufficiently large norm in Y. 
Define Jn: D(Jn) ~+ Z by 
(5.1) (»,Jn(u)) = i r f M~
x(M(^Dau))Daváx lot v £Y 
, ± f J(i 
D(Jn) = {u e Y I M-
1{M(lDau)) e Ljvj(n) for all \a\ = m). 
We can apply Theorem 4.2 and 4.3 to conclude that Jn € (S.m), Jn is finitely con-
tinuous and quasibounded with respect to any v e Y0. According to Theorem 3.2, 
the mapping Tn = Jn + f with D(Tn) - D(Jn) n D(f) belongs to class (Sm) and is 
quasibounded with respect to 0. In particular, Tn is pseudomonotone and satisfies 
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the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 5.1. To prove (iii) with respect 0 and / , we 
note that (u, Jn(u)) > 0 for all u 6 D(Jn) with u ^ 0. By (HI), 
(u,Tn(u) - f) = (u,f(u) -f) + (u, Jn(u)) > 0, 
when u € D(Tn) has sufficiently large norm in Y. By Theorem 5.1, there exists 
un 6 D(Tn) such that 
Jn(un)+f («„) = / 
for any n. Therefore 
(u„, f («„) - / ) = - («„ , J„(un)) < 0 whenever w„ ^ 0. 
In view of (iii), {«„} remains bounded in Y. Consequently, we may conclude from 
(5.1) that || J„(«„)IU -+ 0 and f(un) = T(un + fi) -+ / in Z strongly, when n -+ oo. 
Therefore / belongs to the norm-closure of T(D(T)). D 
R e m a r k 5.3. Let ft be an open bounded subset in UN. To indicate the appli-
cation of our solvability results we consider a boundary value problem 
j A^u(x) + A^u(x) = h(x) in 0 
\ u(x) = 0 on a n 
where A^~> and A^0) are differential operators in divergence form defined by (4.1) and 
(4.2), respectively. We assume that the coefficient functions aa satisfy the conditions 
(Ai) and (A2) for all |a| <. m and ft is a given function in U J J ( O ) . We also assume 
that the conditions (A4) holds implying the condition (iii) of Theorem 5.1 is true for 
u = ip and for any / € W~mEj^(fl) (see [9]). Applying Theorem 5.1 and 5.2 we 
obtain following results for the existence of weak solution of (5.2). 
(a) If AW satisfies (A3), then (5.2) is solvable for any h 6 ES(Q) 
(b) If AM satisfies (As)e, then (5.2) is almost solvable for any h e E^(il) 




then To and ^1 + -lo a r e pseudomonotone. Hence (5.2) is solvable for any 
ft € Eg(fl)-
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